Evolution of hepatitis delta virus RNA during chronic infection.
The complete RNA sequences of hepatitis delta virus (HDV) isolated at three different time points from a chronic delta hepatitis patient were determined. These time points represented three different periods of clinical flare-ups. The sequence analysis showed that these three different HDV isolates evolved at a rate ranging from 3.0 x 10(-2) to 3.0 x 10(-3) substitutions/nucleotide/year, depending on the period of infection. The evolution rates appeared to correlate with the changes of clinical pictures of hepatitis, i.e., the more drastic the change in the symptom of hepatitis was, the more nucleotide changes were detected. Except during the transition from the acute phase to chronic phase of delta hepatitis, when there was a much larger number of changes in HDV RNA sequence, the overall evolution rate of HDV RNA in the chronic phase appeared to be similar to those of other RNA viruses. Sequence relationship of these HDV RNAs suggested that acute exacerbations in chronic delta hepatitis were associated with the evolution of the persistently infected HDV, rather than resulting from new viral infections. However, some of the mutations were not cumulative, suggesting that HDV isolated at a later time was not directly evolved from the immediately previous one. Thus, HDV at any time point was a mixture of viruses with slight sequence variations, and a specific HDV RNA species was selected from this virus population under different environments. These findings indicate that HDV RNA is heterogeneous and evolves at a fast rate. The evolution rates in different parts of HDV RNA also varied. The evolution rate of HDV RNA determined here was higher than the ones determined previously from partial RNA sequences of two Japanese HDV isolates.